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allherfaces
Administrator

USA
14235 Posts

Posted - 25/11/2009 :  20:44:16    

Neil! there are two of that description -- do you mean the B/W or the color?

Carole, on the left hand size of the photo where Dusty is coming out of the lift -- is that by any chance
the dress Dusty wore on The Dating Game when she sang What's It Gonna Be? (And then chose the
wrong date LOL.) Maybe Pat was carrying it? 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=zg3lpGEoJFg&feature=PlayList&p=12B040AD36DC1D71&playnext=1&playnext_from=PL&index=14

x N

There's something in my soul that will always lead me back to you.

boztiggs
Where am I going?

United Kingdom
3367 Posts

Posted - 25/11/2009 :  21:05:06    

Its the small black and white one that I love x

Neil

" Here in the gloom, of my lonely room, i hold his photograph and pray ill see him soon oh-oh"

allherfaces
Administrator

USA
14235 Posts

Posted - 25/11/2009 :  21:18:32    

Can you get your photoshop friend to crop you in beside Dusty in that car? ;-)

x N

There's something in my soul that will always lead me back to you.

daydreamer
Moderator

Posted - 25/11/2009 :  22:22:38  

Yes, it is the Dating Game dress Nancy (and jonny!), though it wasn't till many years later that we got
to see that clip of her wearing it over here, so it meant nothing to me then. It was hanging up in the
dressing room along with the pink and white mini. I have no memory of Pat being there that night, I've
a feeling a guy was carrying them, could have been Peppi, he was there. And Neil, I also love that b/w
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United Kingdom
5404 Posts

one in the car, I can remember the freckles and suntan as if it was yesterday (Dusty's not mine!)

Carole x

"There's a part of you that's a part of me..."

Edited by - daydreamer on 25/11/2009 22:25:20

allherfaces
Administrator

USA
14235 Posts

Posted - 25/11/2009 :  23:12:38    

I pwomise I didn't see Jonny's identical question before I posted mine.  Some moderator I am. 

PS She probably cancelled that date to outer Transylvania in order to play in that show at the
Castaways.

PPS I just read your remark before the  Carole -- I thought you were saying Dusty doesn't belong to

me, LOL. 

x N

There's something in my soul that will always lead me back to you.

Cas19
Wasn't born to follow

8313 Posts

Posted - 26/11/2009 :  06:30:26  

Great to see all these again, brings back happy memories.

Casx

'Something in your eyes'

Cas19
Wasn't born to follow

Posted - 26/11/2009 :  08:36:14  

Thought I would look through my pics and see what I could contribute to the thread. 

August 1968 Blackpool ABC.
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Talk London July 1968.
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ABC Blackpool Aug 1968. You can just see me in the background! One of the rare ones with me on!

Sorry no dates etc for this one. 
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Casx

'Something in your eyes'

tcowanatc
I start counting

United Kingdom
86 Posts

Posted - 26/11/2009 :  10:43:31  

Brilliant thread Carole - thanks for starting it up and thanks everyone for sharing those photos - they
really are terrific! Still makes me very frustrated I didn't get my own photo with Dusty and that I didn't
get to see her "live" more than the once. Should have been another time in Manchester (Golden Garter?
I think) but fog at Belfast Airport grounded my flight!

Henry

Cardiff Bluesgirl
I’ll try anything

United Kingdom
1809 Posts

Posted - 26/11/2009 :  13:19:43  

these are great pics. I used to cry and was always beside myself when she was due on the tv, if
anything went wrong re the picture or something. My Parents used to tell me off for being silly,as it
"wasnt the end of the World, she will be on again" but it was to me and I think I would be worse today
!!I was so excited everytime I went to see her I could hardly bear the wait.

"every day I find you're in my heart and on my mind" 

liz.

Edited by - Cardiff Bluesgirl on 26/11/2009 13:20:52

allherfaces
Administrator

Posted - 26/11/2009 :  15:46:14    

Those are just brillliant, Cas! Thank you. 
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USA
14235 Posts

Don't you just love the "tricks and jokes" in the background of the first photo?! Seems so perfect for
Dusty.

Liz, that is a very sweet story. I know just how you felt.

x N

There's something in my soul that will always lead me back to you.

mssdusty
I’ve got a good thing

USA
5821 Posts

Posted - 26/11/2009 :  16:23:26    

THANKS CAS FOR THAT PICTURE OF YOU IN THE BACK GROUND

NICE TO SEE ALL THE PICTURES AGAIN....

MARY

THE LOOK OF LOVE IS IN YOUR EYES! 
Watch my video with Dusty on YouTube!

Edited by - mssdusty on 26/11/2009 16:25:32

boztiggs
Where am I going?

United Kingdom
3367 Posts

Posted - 26/11/2009 :  20:05:43    

these are fabulous photos from all of you, it means so much to those of us who were born too late, or
came to dusty later on, it makes everything about her more real, I love them all

Neil x

" Here in the gloom, of my lonely room, i hold his photograph and pray ill see him soon oh-oh"

jonny
Little by little

200 Posts

Posted - 27/11/2009 :  00:31:27  

thanks Cas, luverly pix!

daydreamer
Moderator

Posted - 27/11/2009 :  08:03:00  

Good Cas, I was hoping you'd chip in

Another from Blackpool
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5404 Posts

And in the dressing room afterwards

One protecting the "do", but not sure where
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And another doing the same in Liverpool

Carole x

"There's a part of you that's a part of me..."

Cas19
Wasn't born to follow

Posted - 27/11/2009 :  13:18:51  

Its so nice to see all these on the thread Carole, I'll have another later see if I can find some you
haven't posted. 

Casx

'Something in your eyes'
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